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Opposite page: The two-mile stretch of beach along Pine Cay’s north shore is indeed “one of the Caribbean’s last great untrammeled beaches.”
Above: This is an aerial view of Pine Cay as you approach from the east. The air strip neatly bisects the island.

Treasuring Pine Cay
The evolution of a private island community.
By Sara Kaufman, Manager, Forbes, Forbes & Forbes Realty Ltd.
Photos By Paradise Photography
Just as the true Caribbean pine is a tree unique to the Turks & Caicos, Pine Cay is one of the country’s
special treasures. Not only is it a rare stronghold of this endangered tree, but Pine Cay has a fascinating
history and a promising future. Since 1960 it has been a focus for development, and fifty years later it
stands apart as a bright and refreshing option for those wishing to indulge in true Caribbean relaxation!
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Pine Cay is a beautiful 800 acre private island lots, with commercial sections, fly-in capacity, and
tucked among the Caicos Cays, with a 2,800-foot a major hotel compound to a very exclusive retreat
airstrip, sheltered marina, and boutique hotel, that island for a small private group of families championis home to an exclusive membership community. ing privacy.
Amazingly, it was settled in the 1970s when the Turks

The hardy folk who purchased property on Pine

& Caicos Islands were totally unknown, with no regu- Cay in the early days of its development included busilar transport of any kind in and out of the country, or ness tycoons, European royalty, and various eccentrics
even between the various islands. Some of the original who together worked hard over many years to comowners on Pine Cay actually sailed in local sloops from bine the land, concepts, and investors into a feasible
South Caicos—the international airport and TCI port of plan. The solution adopted was to set up a home ownentry at that time—to get to their property!

ers’ association with a serious set of rules to protect

Until the 1990s, the entire country was an obscure and preserve the island. As a result, Pine Cay is the
pinpoint on the global map, scarcely noticed even longest established private member community in the
within the Caribbean. Only about 7,000 local residents Caribbean and stands firmly on the original goals in
populated the seven inhabited islands, with no tour- a world of change. Some rules survive to this day. For
ist industry or other businesses in place. The 1970s instance, only indigenous plants are allowed and no
were the heyday of aviation pioneers—private pilots private pools, to conserve the precious freshwater lens
and low-budget airlines exploring remote nooks and underground. Cars are not allowed — only electric golf
crannies throughout the Caribbean to find unspoiled carts—to reduce noise and pollution. Yet in acknowlparadise. Both pilots and passengers were eager to live edgment of the modern world, the ban on telephones
in the sun and create a special home for themselves.

and TV has been lifted!

Peaceful freshwater ponds dot the Pine Cay landscape; this one is quite close to the ocean shore.

Building in Turks & Caicos Islands, especially forty

The Pine Cay Homeowners Association is a very and privacy to be enjoyed, the attentive and friendly

and tranquility of the island, along with the incredible years ago, was a great challenge as the country had

active and hands-on member group, keeping the local staff, and the natural beauty surrounding it. The

fishing, despite the many inconveniences. The chal- little infrastructure, all materials had to be shipped

vision of Pine Cay moving forward successfully while Meridian Club is a small and intimate resort with only

lenge of getting to the island was part of the fun and to Pine Cay, and workers, supervisors, and technical

retaining the magic that drew them all to the island.

Early pioneers on Pine Cay relished the isolation

thirteen rooms, directly on the glorious beach with pri-

adventure. The development of Pine Cay underwent advisors had to be brought over as well. Despite this

The Meridian Club has achieved well-deserved vate patios and superb dining. Villas are also for rent

changes in concept, owners, and developers during logistical nightmare, members slowly built their family

fame over the years, attracting stellar reviews for the on the island. Visit www.meridanclub.com to find out

the 1970s as the reality of creating a private island homes and a secure private marina, completed a safe

“old style Caribbean” appeal of the hotel, the peace more and book your Pine Cay experience.

resort became more evident. These early concepts airstrip, and created a boutique hotel with gourmet
ranged from a high density resort island of over 400 restaurant.

Fishing–bonefishing in this case–is still a popular pastime in the shimmering flats off Pine Cay’s southern shores.

The Meridian Club’s pool/patio area is steps from the glorious beach.
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Accolades from famous travel writers extoll:
• “A delightful air of natural simplicity and barefoot informality characterizes this enchanting escapist

Forbes, Forbes & Forbes, Ltd.

Properties for Sale on Pine Cay

gem where sophisticated island purists unwind along
one of the Caribbean’s last great untrammeled
beaches.” Hideaway Report
• “Mind-altering tranquility, as well as delicious
food, an attentive staff, and a perfect two-mile long
beach . . . The atmosphere here is old-money casual:
men are asked to wear collared shirts to dinner, but
shoes are optional.” Expedia Travels magazine
This unique capital asset is jointly owned by the
Pine Cay members, and in essence The Meridian Club

Orchid Point - Three bedroom beachhouse, huge views
ƐƵŶƌŝƐĞƚŽƐƵŶƐĞƚ͕ϴĂĐƌĞƐŽĨƉƌŝƐƟŶĞŽĐĞĂŶĨƌŽŶƚ͘

hotel has become the members’ country club for lunch,
the pool, the bar, the office conveniences and for elegant evening dining. The beauty of the turquoise sea
floods your eyes as you sit on the pool deck under
a tiki palmtop shade, savouring a delectable meal—
amazement indeed that this is available three hours
from New York City! The accessibility of the Turks &
Caicos Islands is a huge factor in the growing popular-

Sandcastle - ǆƉĂŶƐŝǀĞĚĞĐŬƐůĞĂĚŽƵƚŽǀĞƌƚŚĞǁĂƚĞƌ
ϭ͘ϱĂĐƌĞƉĂƌĐĞů͕ϯďĞĚƌŽŽŵƐ͕ĐŽŵĨŽƌƚĂďůĞŽƉĞŶƉůĂŶ͘

ity of this destination, and yet Pine Cay remains calm
and untouched, unhurried, a rare treasure.
Admittedly, the image of Pine Cay over the years
was of a spartan, rustic, even snobbish private island
espousing a minimalist lifestyle and cherishing privacy with fervor. Today, a beautiful boutique resort
and intriguing member families share their pristine
island and welcome visitors. The fishing, snorkeling,
kiteboarding, sailing, kayaking, biking, nature trails,

SandDollar Point - sĂĐĂŶƚϲ͘ϮĂĐƌĞďĞĂĐŚĨƌŽŶƚƉĂƌĐĞů
ŽŶĚĞƐŝƌĂďůĞŶŽƌƚŚƐŚŽƌĞ͕ƐƵƉĞƌďŚŽƵƐĞƐŝƚĞ͘

and fabulous beaches all offer splendid ways to spend
your days on Pine Cay. The members come from many
walks of life, creating a warm and eclectic community
that desired a retreat and respected environmental
ethics to ensure a pristine future. Now, early members, second-generation members, and new members
from the USA, Canada, France, England, Germany, and
Switzerland share the same love and vision for Pine

On the Pond - /ŶƚĞƌŝŽƌϱĂĐƌĞůŽƚ͕ƉŽŶĚǁŝƚŚĨĂďƵůŽƵƐ
ďŝƌĚůŝĨĞ͕ƵƩĞƌƉƌŝǀĂĐǇ͕ŵŝŶƵƚĞƐƚŽƚŚĞďĞĂĐŚ͘

Cay.
Along with the natural environment, members
esteem Pine Cay’s social environment. The staff are
predominantly from nearby islands such as North
Caicos, and many have worked at Pine Cay for most
of their adult lives, building strong friendships with
member-families over the years. Pine Cay members
have set a very high standard for educating the staff

On the Channel - ^ŚĞůƚĞƌĞĚĐŚĂŶŶĞůůŽĐĂƟŽŶ͕ϯϬϬŌ
ƐŚŽƌĞůŝŶĞ͕ĚŽĐŬƉŽƚĞŶƟĂů͕ƐƉĞĐƚĂĐƵůĂƌƐƵŶƌŝƐĞƐ͘

and supporting local heritage and traditional culture.
Clockwise from top left: Pine Cay’s arrival dock welcomes guests arriving by boat from the Leeward dock in Provo. Guests on Pine Cay are
provided hobie cat sailboats and kayaks to explore the surrounding waters. There is a 2,800 foot airstrip for members’ private planes. In spite
of the modern airstrip, this homey sign welcomes you.

Formally, the Pine Cay Foundation was set up as a
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Islands offering support for literacy, schools, comput-

30Years

ers, and scholarships. The original science fair held on
Pine Cay for promising young students was a trailblaz-

Seaquester, Pine Cay

ing success and became a touchstone for foundation
goals.
Slowly change has come to Pine Cay—gracefully, step by step—to complete a makeover across
the island. The daily challenges of the early days are
gone as the attentive staff makes sure every need is
met, both for hotel guests and homeowners. In the
past five years, The Meridian Club has seen a total
refresh to the pool, patio deck, and hotel rooms, with
new outdoor dining pavilions, an open lobby office
and shop, with the outdoor tennis courts resurfaced,
and a family beach picnic area completed. The island
power supply and infrastructure has been newly laid
and vastly increased, with solar hot water installation
totally functional.
The marina has been updated with a fleet of
Parker vessels acquired for transport to and from
Providenciales, and a bonefishing boat, snorkeling
Assisting domestic and international clients for over 30 years

excursion pontoon boat, and Kingfisher deep sea craft

Tel + 1 649 946 4602 • Fax + 1 649 946 4848
Email reception@savory-co.com • Website www.savory-co.com

ready to explore all the best fishing and snorkeling
spots. A full service marina is maintained, with boat

Twenty-five years ago, the owners of this hidden gem sought a large shoreline property on a tranquil beach with warm turquoise waters offering
serenity. With 500 feet of frontage and 5.6 acres, this home site is perfect for expanding the family compound or in its current form as a lovingly
maintained 2 bedroom island retreat with interior space totaling 1,200 sq. ft. and over 600 sq. ft. wrap around private terrace complemented on
the exterior areas by thoughtful indigenous-style landscaping and resident lime trees. Offered fully furnished, it has been updated throughout and
is in move-in condition.
Offered at $3,200,000 | turksandcaicosSIR.com | MLS# 1500103

Dee Agingu
t 649.946.4474 c 649.231.3534
dee@tcsothebysrealty.com

Nina Siegenthaler
t 649.946.4474 c 649.231.0707
nina@tcsothebysrealty.com

slips for vessels up to 30 feet in length. Near the airstrip, covered boat storage is available off season and
mechanics are on hand to ensure your boat is always
ready to go.

K oala Run, Pine C ay

A fabulous beachfront home was completed in
late 2014 and extensive modernizations and expansion projects have been completed on many of the
older cottages. The original homes built on Pine Cay
typically included 1,200 to 1,500 square feet of living
space, and were mostly wooden pod designs raised on
pilings, with small kitchens (as most often members
ate together at the Meridian Club!) The most recent
home built is almost 4,000 square feet, an attractive
two story design with open plan, infinity-view living
room.
The evolution of Pine Cay has led to the current
complementarity of the tiny (yet magnificent) boutique
resort hotel and the intriguing (yet slightly eccentric)
membership community of homeowners who amicably share the island. This is a unique development,
whereby 600 acres and all capital assets are under
shared ownership, yet members hold their own properties under separate title. Decisions for the island are
taken together at the PCHA’s annual general meeting,
with many owners on island to actively engage in the
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Koala Run is a meticulously maintained home with 300’ of frontage on the Channel with 1,750 SF of indoor living space, including three bedrooms
and three bathrooms, as well as, 1,000 SF of private terrace and raised viewing platform for the outdoor living we all crave here on the islands.
On entering Koala Run, your body and mind immediately relaxes to match the peace and tranquility of the spectacular turquoise ocean views.
Each of the three bedrooms plus the open plan living/dining/kitchen areas all enjoy water views. The home is offered fully furnished and equipped
as a turn-key home including inflatable 6 person Dinghy with new engine, 2 bicycles, 3 kayaks with safety equipment, 2 golf carts, and fishing gear.

Imelda Burke
t 649.946.4474 c 649.242.1241
imelda@tcsothebysrealty.com
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discussion. Christmas and Easter vacations bring most
families to the island, opening doors to friendships
that last generations and span continents.
The security of your investment in property
on Pine Cay is grounded in the limited membership

astrolabe
newsletter of the Turks & Caicos National Museum
front street, p.o. box 188, grand turk, turks & caicos islands, bwi
tel 649 946 2160 • fax 649 946 2160 • email info@tcmuseum.org • web www.tcmuseum.org

devoted to assuring long term protection of this pristine natural island. In context of Turks & Caicos Islands
real estate, Pine Cay has held its value well. While purchasing property on Pine Cay entails membership in the
community and the associated financial obligations, it
also secures long term investment value—ownership
within an 800 acre private Caribbean island, with 600
acres of open space, is a rare treasure. The amenities
and staff of The Meridian Club are a very positive factor in the long term investment value of property.
Come to visit Pine Cay to experience it for yourself—its charm will astound you. In uncertain times,
well-placed property has always been a solid investment choice and when you walk the sparkling beach
along the turquoise shoreline in quiet seclusion, you
will realize the true value is priceless.
Homes and properties for sale on Pine Cay range
from a woodland interior lot of five acres offered at
$395,000 to the ultimate 14 acre beachfront estate
with small cottage and space for a new modern home
offered at $8.2 million. Vacant land, older cottages,

A marine archaeologist examines the exposed hull remains of the wreck thought to be the slave ship Trouvadore, one of the Museum’s
“unfinished stories.”

and renovated homes are all available at a wide range

Fill in the Blanks

of prices. Joining the membership community is a process quite different to a normal real estate purchase,
This aerial shot shows the lovely curve of Pine Cay’s beach.

yet it reflects the unique “lifestyle” on offer. Meeting
many members and visiting the island often ensures

mutual compatibility and keeps Pine Cay in the hands of a like-minded group of families with agreed goals. It
is a long term decision for your family through generations, and a remarkable chance to preserve this unique
island paradise. a
Sara Kaufman moved to the Turks & Caicos Islands in 1994 after fifteen years in Europe as a top management
consultant. She lives in Middle Caicos and was one of the original developers
of the Blue Horizon Resort. Sara writes frequent articles and e-newsletters
featuring real estate information about Turks & Caicos published internationally.
As manager of Forbes, Forbes & Forbes Ltd., a company created to sell
real estate “Go Beyond Provo,” Sara began a dedicated property sales program for Pine Cay in 2005 and has sold most of the properties on island
since that time. The company offers full real estate services both for members
selling their properties on island and as buyers-representative for persons
wishing to investigate property and membership opportunities on Pine Cay.
Visit www.pinecayrealty.com for island information and current property listings available through Forbes, Forbes & Forbes Ltd. Contact Sara at
info@pinecayrealty.com or call (649) 231-4884.
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By Dr. Donald H. Keith, President, Turks & Caicos National Museum Foundation
This issue of the Astrolabe contains two good examples of the “two-way street” type of articles we like to publish. On
one hand they offer entertaining and instructive stories stemming from research conducted by historians, archaeologists, archival researchers, and other authorities. On the other hand they acknowledge that the stories are often not
complete, that pieces of the puzzle are still missing, and encourage readers to get involved and help fill in the blanks.
The story of the slave ship Trouvadore is one that should by now be familiar to our readers. The Museum has
been piecing it together for the last 22 years and we’re still at it. In the “Unfinished Story” interview on the next
page, filmmakers Richard Coberly and Veronica Veerkamp talk about what you can do to help us finish “The Search
for Trouvadore” documentary, and why the film is a critical part of the research.
Another example of a two-way street approach is Peter Marshall’s article. I recently discovered that Peter, a
colleague for at least 35 years, has a unique and extensive collection of stamps, postcards, envelopes, and even
“Ham” radio QSL cards from the TCI. When he learned of our common interest in these Islands, he was kind enough
to share images of items in his collection as well as his perceptions about their significance. His study of the postal
history of the TCI has raised questions that he hopes local knowledge can answer.
Sherlin Williams’ article about Neal Coverley, Grand Turk’s turn of the century “postcard man,” is a nice complement to Peter’s, revealing another aspect of postal history from the perspective of the postcard producer!
With hurricane season safely behind us and the “High Season” fast approaching, the Museum is gearing up
with new exhibits, new merchandise in the shop, and new educational programs for students on Grand Turk and
Providenciales. a
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